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THUMB 
WAR
GAME SETUP

SPLATS

1–6
PLAYERS PER TEAM

1–4

1

UNRULINESS: Sitting

GAME RULES: In color order, players take turns pressing their buttons as fast as they can

Each student picks a corner of a Splat, and is assigned a color: Red, Green, Blue, or Yellow. One 
color at a time, in that order, students take turns pressing their corner’s button as many times 
as they can. Each press is a point, and the Splat team with the highest score after all four colors, 
wins. It is important that only one button is being pressed at a time to track score properly!

GAME SUMMARY

THIS GAME WILL 
PUSH YOUR 
BUTTONS!



HOW IT WORKS
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This code sets up its game rules, by using simple when 
splat pressed blocks to interrupt blocks already running  
in the when program starts block. 

The round time variable is used to allow easy control over 
the round length, by changing the delay between each color 
change cycle. 

When the program starts the say blocks read out a count-
down, and the game delays by the set round time variable. 
After the delay, all Splats sound the start whistle, and fade 
each color over that same round time duration. 

This process is repeated for all four team colors, until the 
last cycle, when the whistle blows twice and the program 
ends. 

Each when splat pressed block increases that Splat’s 
score by one. This mechanic relies on the fact that only 
one Splat foot needs to be pushed to register a press,



SUGGESTED OUTLINE
INTRODUCE EXERCISE
Introduce the activity and assign players to teams: red, green, blue, and  
yellow. Explain the game rules and demonstrate how to play the game.  
Explain how only one foot being pressed registers as ‘Splat being pressed’ 
and that only one corner can be pressed at a time. This is why the game 
must be played in rounds.

WORK TIME
Introduce the essential blocks and tie them directly to the game rules. 
Highlight how variables are used to keep track of and change the round time. 
Build the code together as a class and document what each portion of the 
program does. Discuss code attribution and how programmers frequently 
build off of others work, but give credit. Debug and test code in groups.

GAME PLAY
Distribute Splats, up to four students per Splat. Lead a few practice rounds!

STUDENT SHOWCASE!
Let the games begin! Referee the tournament and track each team’s score 
from round to round.
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GOING FURTHER
EXTENSION
Students can change the round timing (longer or shorter rounds change 
game play significantly), team structure, and the ways points work. Rather 
than players being given colors, they could each be assigned a sound to 
listen for, and change the code accordingly!

SUPPORT
This program uses a variable for the round time, but it can easily be removed. 
Just replace the variable with the number of seconds you’d like each round  
to be.
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GRADES 3—5

CSTA 
STANDARDS
ALGORITHMS & PROGRAMMING

 1B-AP-10 
CONTROL

Create programs that include sequences, events, loops, and  
conditionals. (P5.2)

1B-AP-11 
MODULARITY

Decompose (break down) problems into smaller, manageable  
subproblems to facilitate the program development process. (P3.2)

1B-AP-12 
MODULARITY

Modify, remix, or incorporate portions of an existing program into 
one’s own work, to develop something new or add more advanced 
features. (P5.3)

1B-AP-14 
DEVELOPMENT

Test and debug (identify and fix errors) a program or algorithm to 
ensure it runs as intended. (P5.2, 7.3)

COMPUTER SCIENCE TEACHERS 
ASSOCIATION STANDARDS

1B-AP-9
VARIABLES Create programs that use variables to store and modify data. (P5.2)
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1B-AP-15 
DEVELOPMENT

Test and debug (identify and fix errors) a program or algorithm to 
ensure it runs as intended. (P.6.1, 6.2)

GRADES 6—8

2-AP-11 
VARIABLES

Create clearly named variables that represent different data types  
and perform operations on their values. (P5.1, 5.2)

2-AP-19 
DEVELOPMENT

Document programs in order to make them easier to follow, test,  
and debug. (P7.2)

2-AP-10 
ALGORITHMS

Use flowcharts and/or pseudocode to address complex problems  
as algorithms. (P4.4, 4.1)


